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About This Game

Are you an Hentai or Ecchi fan ? Do you like japanese girls ?
Are you also a mind games fan and nothing pleases you as much as mixing reflexion and pleasure ?

If your answer is yes, DOTS POPS : SEXY HENTAI GIRLS is the perfect game for you. In this superb game, you must click in
1 dot trigger a chain reaction in order to eliminate all the other dots.

Each time you finish a level you will unlock a new image.
For each girl you have 5 images (5 levels) :

- Girl fully dressed
- Girl half dressed

- Girl wearing a bikini / underwear
- Girl topless

- Girl fully naked

"DOTS POPS : SEXY HENTAI GIRLS" is an hot brain game that will make you playing for hours.
Put your neurons to the trial and find the best dot to start the level in order to clear the others dots with a chain reaction. You

will play with 40 differents levels. Levels are becoming more and more difficult and the girls more and more hot...

Are you smart enough to undress all the girls ?

Game features:
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-40 levels / 40 images of girls
-Great and fun to play

-Specials and secrets bonus
-Perfect game / perfect girls !
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Title: Dots Pop : Sexy Hentai Girls
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Playtouch
Publisher:
Playtouch
Release Date: 16 Dec, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1.8 GHZ

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GT/s 4xx or equivalent

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Thai,Traditional
Chinese,Turkish
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clearly abandoned another one that had promise dont bother. Current Version: 18th Feb 2018
Game can only be played up to the 3rd chapter, asks for (non existent) microtransactions to continue.. After seeing the trailer I
knew I was exactly the type of person this game was made for. I'm a musician and I've done a lot of music production on
computers. In order for the developer to make the most of the game mechanics which are admittedly simple. They had to get
really creative with the music. Lots of odd time signatures and cool syncopations. It's not the easiest game it tries it's best to
teach you how to translate a series of squares and triangles that you're seeing into "playable" rhythms but when you get to the
songs you aren't allowed to miss any not by more than like a 16th or something. If you miss the hit entirely even once you fail.
I've been on this song (the last one in the trailer) for like a half hour, it's challenging but super enjoyable. I can play the first half
without looking but i keep getting thrown off later on. Hopefully its not the last level but even if it is, this game was 3 dollars,
I've gotten a couple hours of real entertainment out of it.. Great game,. Bejeweled 2 Deluxe is a classic match-3 game, which
has held up well over time. In it, you are presented with a series of maps which have a variety of jewels of different
shapes\/colors, and can swap any two adjacent tiles in order to get three in a row, which will cause them to disappear and those
above them to fall, potentially causing a cascade. Additionally, getting either 4 or 5 in a row will provide special power ups
which can also help.

In addition to the classic "high score" mode, there's a variety of other levels with puzzles where you try to clear the board, etc.

It holds up well after all this time, and is certainly worth the asking price (or especially a sale price) if you're looking for some
classic match-3 fun.. yea awsome
had a ggod few hour of fun :). Game does not even play right. YOu just get stuck on the tutorial with no way out.. Nice hardcore
game. Support charity! buy!. fix the damn slow motion \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t!. The game is 6
minutes, it looks okay.

It's a tech Demo, abandoned by the creators.
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Played this as a kid, really only got it for the trip down memory lane but I don't regret it!

Forgot how insane this game was, literally. Almost had to buy a new mouse after finishing the game.

Cute game with a creepy alien feel to it, feed fish then shoot rabid aliens as they try to eat said fish, fish poop money and buy
more food and guns with the money, Repeat.

Great time killer and comes with a screen saver to watch your own tank of fish.

Would definitely take the trip again.
8\/10. Its a wonderful strategy game! Witha plethora of starships to choose from Armada2526 GE allows for limitless in battle
strategies. While at the same time allowing for dictator like control over all that goes on in your empire. If for one reason or
another micromanaging becomes a pain, several features allow you to hand different aspects of control to the AI. Alothough
there are only 18 different alien races, there are several other factions with differnt perks than the main branch of that race. The
map designer enpowers you to create just about any galaxy you heart desires and choose the riches at each planet. The only
down falls to this game may be that the game can become a little monotonous after 200 turns if you don't set new goals for your-
self and time between turns can be long if you are playing with a lot of races. Above all the game provides a wide variety of
stratagies to conqur the galaxy.. i have not got this loco yet it did not came through. The game plays in the format of first person
shooter, or well first wolf melee?, where a group of hunters have kidnapped your pup to be sacraficed. It is pretty short, 20-30
minutes on my first playthrough, but I enjoyed it. I love stealth games, and that is what this one is. You can kill hunters or slip
past them, the choice is yours.

Truth be told, I really had no idea what was going on other than it is set in Brasov, which is a city in Romania, and you play as a
wolf.

All and all, not a bad little Stealth game for the price. If you are a fan of stealth it is a pretty good buy, if you want a very action
oriented game, it probably isn't for you.. TLDR: Challenging but rewarding.
-Don't buy if you like games that hold your hand and give you success on a plate.
-Do buy if you enjoy conquering enemy patterns and tight gameplay.
.........................................................................................
Those damn totems.. They keep bringing me back into this eternal hellish nightmare...
Oddly though I just can't seem to get enough.
At this point I'm only 2hrs into the game and have already died 250+ times.
Although it's still quite early in the game I feel like it stands on its own legs strong enough to warrant this review.

Firstly, this feels like a call back to classic platformers, but there is a difference. Deadfall Tropics, although punishing still feels
fair.
"If I die in the game its my own fault" <--- This is what makes a difficult game a good game.
Not a single one of my novice 250+ deaths felt unfair, and furthermore every time I did die I felt compelled to learn the patterns
of the enemys and the map.

Aesthetically it's exactly what it looks like in the trailers. The vibe is playful 80s action hero mixed with a hint of Donkey Kong
Country and personally I quite like the impression it gives off.

Controls feel sharp and responsive but I was initially annoyed that I couldn't use the analogue stick as my d-pad, (I was playing
this on an Xbox 360 controller.) However I felt that I soon adjusted quite easily.

The audio sadly is my only gripe with this title as it feels slightly lacking. It's like a downplayed Indiana Jones soundtrack, It is a
decent fit to that 80's cinematic feel that the game has but as I said it just feels lacking.
-This is probably only me though let me know if you disagree in the comments-

All up I don't usually do reviews, but this is a relatively new game and I actually felt is was worth sitting down for 5 minutes to
give people an idea of its gameplay.

Two Thumbs up from me, give it a go if you're up for a satisfying challenge.
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I suppose I'll recompose myself and get back into the game now. Wish me luck fellow deadfallers.. Biggest challenge in the
game: Finding friends new to farming simulator to play this game with.

"Farming simulator?♥♥♥♥ off"
"Are you joking or what?I can't tell."

Seriously how tf do you explain this game to your friends without them already laughing at the title.
10/10 would try to convince friends to play this game again though. Tense and very difficult, this isn't a game for everybody.
Your interface is very faliable, and at times comes under direct attack. You will lose your visual display, your communications
will be cut preventing you from issuing orders, your troops may panic, or go space crazy at times. If you can't stand games that
use the interface as a difficulty mechanic and occasionally remove control from your hands, this isn't going to be your game.

Having said that you will not be getting your hands dirty in this game. Instead you get a chance to be one of those guys that sits
in a comfy chair back on the ship, watching the commando team as it breaches the spooky alien vessel through a glowing CRT,
sipping a fine scotch whiskey as the whole mission goes pear-shapped and everybody gets killed. Don't worry, you can always
hire another crew. The important thing is that you didn't even need to wear pants for this operation.
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